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SHAPE COLORADO
JOURNAL
President's Message

MY FIRST YEAR AS PRESIDENT - EMILY GRAVES
It all started about five years ago, when I went to a SHAPE Colorado awards
ceremony. I watched the award winners cross the stage and admired all their
hard work. Afterwards, I went up to a board member and said “that’s going

Emily Graves
SHAPE CO
President

to be me one day.” He promptly replied with “Yep! And then president!”
Well, here I am! President of SHAPE Colorado. I didn’t get here alone
either. I was unknowingly groomed for this position. Looking back, I had
multiple people who believed in me and saw potential in me. They taught
me and advised me on how to be a leader. But when stepping into
presidency roles, my idea of what the President of SHAPE Colorado entitled
was drastically wrong. I thought I was supposed to know it all and do it all.
See, most people seem to think that because I hold this title, I am supposed
to know it all and do it all. I have heard multiple times in the last few months
“you’re the president” from many educators suggesting that I was supposed
to know and do it all. But honestly, there is a small army of people with me
that splits the work and shares their knowledge and opinions. This is the
SHAPE Colorado board who volunteer multiple hours of their time to make
our profession better. The president in the end is just a title but all things
that come from SHAPE Colorado are a group effort. Together we are better.
So, in the end, this isn’t really about my first year as president but the
SHAPE Colorado boards accomplishments. So far this year, the board has
contracted Pam Rogers as the P.E. for All Grant Coordinator, transitioned our
journal editor to Jaimie McMullen, scheduled new professional development
opportunities for 2019, reflected on our 2018 convention, and last but not
least organized new ways to get emerging leaders more involved in Health
and Physical Education in Colorado. This is an exciting time for our
profession, especially in Colorado. I hope you are as proud of the board as I
am for all they have accomplished thus far and are going to accomplish in
the coming years. So please, enjoy this revamped journal and I invite you to
like us on Facebook or follow us on twitter @SHAPE_Colorado to stay more
involved in SHAPE Colorado happenings.
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Congratulations Murray & Bryan!
COLORADO TEACHERS WIN DISTRICT HONORS!
WRITTEN BY: MELISSA TANK, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

Congratulations are in order to our Colorado-based SHAPE Central District award winners,
Murray Wallace (Middle School Teacher of the Year) and Bryan Wickoren (Adapted PE
Teacher of the Year)! They have been selected to represent the nine[Office1] states of the
Central District and will be moving forward to the National level competition. The
National Teachers of the Year will be announced at the National SHAPE America
Convention in Tampa, FL, April 9-13, 2019. Murray has been teaching at Erie Middle School
for 12 years. He is an active member of the SHAPE CO board, a positive advocate for
Physical Education and a leader amongst his peers. Bryan has been teaching Adapted
Physical Education for over 25 years. He serves as the Adapted PE Coordinator for
Jefferson County Public Schools. He is an active SHAPE CO board member, and he
provides Adapted Physical Education trainings through the Colorado Department of
Education. These two award winner will represent us well. Congratulations and good luck!

Bryan Wickoren

Murray Wallace

Do you know a teacher, professor or administrator that deserves to be
recognized by SHAPE Colorado? You can nominate them on our website:
http://www.shapeco.org/awards/
The deadline for nominations will be in April, 2019. If you have any
questions, Please contact: melissa.tank@adams12.org
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Advocacy Update:
No Content Left on Our Behind
WRITTEN BY: MURRAY WALLACE ERIE MIDDLE SCHOOL, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

My name is Murray Wallace. I am co-chair of your SHAPE Colorado Board Advocacy Committee. I
got involved in advocacy as I watched other programs and agendas appear in my building that
changed the way our health and physical education services are provided to students. In fact, they
are not provided to all students and the results are already being seen. Students are ill prepared for
high school and present with greater anxiety and stress to counseling departments. Anecdotally,
this is happening district wide and will continue at district, state and national levels unless we
change it. We need to become advocates for all students and for the provision of quality health and
physical education classes to all students.
Advocacy is a role we must increasingly take on in our buildings, districts, states and national
levels. Increasingly, physical education and health education are being marginalized in schools
despite ESSA (Every Student Succeeds Act) classifying physical education and health education as
core academic content areas vitally important in providing students with a well-rounded whole
child education. This is despite the increasingly prevalent mental, social and physical health
problems faced in this country and around the globe. In fact, the United Nations Education Science
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) notes physical inactivity as the 4th leading cause of
preventable death globally.
Quality physical education and quality health education classes are two important opportunities
to help prevent many of these issues. Physically active children and youth are more likely to be
physically active adults. Physical activity and quality physical education have both been
demonstrated to improve brain function, and subsequently, academic achievement. The greatest
aspect of quality health education and quality physical education is that they can both be delivered
to every student through the great institution of public education in the USA.
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Advocacy Update cont.
(cont. from page 3).

Public education does not exclude those who cannot afford to pay for sports programs, private
lessons, coaching, expensive equipment, travel, registrations, membership fees etc. It is my belief
that every person can be healthily physically active at little cost other than the time spent actually
doing the activity. The knowledge, skills and confidence to be able to achieve this are what we
provide in our classes. We also provide opportunities to learn, work in teams, make decisions,
problem solve, cooperate, collaborate, critically think, evaluate, synthesize, analyze (21st century
skills) and make mistakes in a safe environment that values the input and effort of ALL students.
Thanks to movements like #RedforEd, education has been elevated to the forefront of the
public and political debate in Colorado and around the country. If we want the best of a whole
child education for ALL our students, we need to have a seat at every education debate table. In
order for Every Student to Succeed…Act NOW! You need to be an advocate for our profession, our
students and our future.
In future journals, your advocacy committee will share ideas, tools and insights into your new
role as an advocate for students’ lifelong health and wellness through the provision of quality
health and physical education classes at all grade levels and schools. Thank you for your support.
Please watch this space and become an advocate for ALL.

"If we want the best of a whole child education for ALL our
students, we need to have a seat at every education debate table."

Photos provided by: Lynn Burrows, Fraser Valley Elementary
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NORGEN COLLEGE
TRIBUNE

SHAPE CO Receives $75,000
Norgen College's official community newsletter
PE for All Grant
Grant from the

WRITTEN BY: TERRY JONES
SHAPE CO EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Colorado Health Foundation!

We are excited to announce that SHAPE Colorado has received a $75,000 Rapid
Response grant from The Colorado Health Foundation. The grant will provide critical
support to SHAPE Colorado work for quality Physical Education for all students in
Colorado. The aim of the grant is to assist the collaborative work of SHAPE Colorado, PE
For All Colorado Coalition and representatives from the Colorado House and Senate in
creating a bill that supports a statewide Physical Education Pilot (read more about the
bill in the next article). The Physical Education Pilot Bill will be presented to the
Education committee and General Assembly in April 2019. The bill will focus on the PE
For All Model Policy and will aim to gather proof points that support how quality Physical
Education impacts student health, academic success, and social-emotional well-being.
Overseeing and managing the grant will be the SHAPE Colorado Lobbyist, Kayla
McGannon and SHAPE Colorado Advocacy Chair, Pam Rogers.

WE WANT TO
CONNECT WITH YOU FIND US, FOLLOW US,
HAVE FUN WITH US!
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Physical Education Legislation
Moving Forward

is

WRITTEN BY: PAM ROGERS

SHAPE Colorado has been working in collaboration with Colorado
PE For All Coalition on legislation that focuses on a Comprehensive Quality Physical
Education Pilot. SHAPE Colorado appreciates the work and support of Senator Nancy Todd,
Senator Kevin Priola and Representative Janet Buckner as they will introduce the bill early
Spring 2019. Members of the state Education Committee and General Assembly will vote on
it.
In a nut shell, the Comprehensive Quality Physical Education Pilot Bill will include 10-20
schools throughout the state. Schools that want to be a part of the pilot will have to apply
and commit to the PE For All Model Policy, which includes: national recommendations for
minutes; standards-based instruction and curriculum; teacher professional learning; and
more. A variety of schools will be represented in the pilot including urban, rural, suburban,
higher free and reduced lunch, lower free and reduced lunch, elementary, middle and high
schools.
Once passed, pilot schools would receive funding each year for three years. Schools will
decide how to use their funds - FTE, fitness technology, PD opportunities, equipment, etc.
Data will be collected and analysis will occur. We are looking to support the notion that
quality PE programs have a profound impact on student success in school - physical,
social/emotional, and academic.
Look for future updates on the bill and there will also be opportunities for SHAPE
Colorado members to advocate to their state legislators. These are exciting times in the
Colorado Physical Education world….stay tuned!

"Once passed, pilot schools would receive funding each year for three years"

Don't forget to register for the 2019 SHAPE Convention!

LEAD A COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY PROGRAM
(CSPAP) AT YOUR SCHOOL

UNCactiveschools.com

Physical Education and Physical Activity Leadership
Master of Arts in Teaching
There has been a dramatic shift in how K-12 schools are incorporating
physical activity into the school day. Schools are now asked to implement
comprehensive school physical activity programs (CSPAP). In this new
environment, school professionals need to take on a broader role leading
physical activity and health promotion efforts within and beyond the
school day.

OFFERED ONLINE WITH SUMMER
EXPERIENCES IN COLORADO
This program will prepare you to
thrive as a leader of physical activity,
fitness and health promotion. You
will also gain advanced knowledge
and practices in physical education.

PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Dr. Brian Dauenhauer
brian.dauenhauer@unco.edu
970-351-1202

•

This MAT can be completed in
21 months (5 terms)

•

Fall and Spring semesters are
completely online

•

Summer courses involve a two
week experience on our Greeley,
Colorado campus
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Colorado Adapted Physical Education Update
SUBMITTED BY: BRYAN WICKOREN, JEFFCO PUBLIC SCHOOLS, DISTRICT
ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

The JEFFCO Adapted Physical Education Program recently received Strider/Balance Bikes and helmets
(5), Power Pumper Cars (4), and Rifton Adaptive Tricycles (2) to be used with many of the elementary SSN3
and ASD Center programs. You can learn more about the Power Pumper Cars at www.pumpercar.com
This new JEFFCO adapted physical education equipment purchased
through documenting services in ezEdMed [BC1] and on Personal Care forms
by related service personnel; SLP, OT, PT, Special Ed Teachers, and para
educators. This documentation, along with Random Moment in Time Study
questions, directly drove the reimbursement received in the Medicaid
program. Check with your Medicaid personnel office to inquire about how
can implement this equipment for your students at your school.
Upcoming Events
SAVE the DATE: the 3rd annual Colorado High School Adapted Basketball Tournament on Thursday,
January 17th, 2019 at Gold Crown Field House. Click on link to register your unified/adapted basketball
team by January 10, 2019: https://tinyurl.com/y7vnfefu
Jeffco Adapted Athletics hosts third annual flag football event
www.columbinecourier.com/content/jeffco-adapted-athletics-hosts-third-annual-flag-football-event
Football Players Hit the Field For Lesson That Everyone Can Learn From « CBS Denver
https://denver.cbslocal.com/2018/10/17/football-jeffco-adaptive-athletics-columbine-dakota-ridge/
Colorado APE News
The Colorado Department of Education Adapted Physical Education Advisory Council continues to
work towards the Adapted Physical Education Licensure Endorsement for educators in Colorado. The
council will be meeting quarterly this year to continue this important work!
We as educators in Colorado must continue to provide equitable curriculum to those students with
disabilities, focusing on developing healthy lifestyles for students with disabilities as we would for nondisabled students. As Colorado General Physical Educators and Adapted Physical Educators, we must
provide curriculum and working toward the state physical education standards, to provide appropriate
accommodations, modifications, and adaptations so that the students with disabilities can access the
general physical education curriculum.

APE TIP OF THE MONTH: Try to keep a few things in mind when working with
students with disabilities: Be Creative, Ask them what they would like to do, and
focus on the student’s ability not their disability!
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36th Annual Colorado Junior
Wheelchair Sports Camp
WRITTEN BY: DONNA CAREY

This day camp is special… it is a sports camp for young people with disabilities, designed for
children who use a wheelchair or could use a wheelchair so that they are able to compete
in wheelchair sports or are ambulatory and have a physical disability. The Colorado Junior
Wheelchair Sports Camp enables youth with disabilities to enjoy the same experience a
day camp provides for their able-bodied peers. It will be most beneficial for youth with the
ability to learn the rules of specific sports. This camp is open to children with physical
disabilities in grades K through 12 on a first-come, first served basis. As a result of numerous
contributors, donations, grants and volunteers, this sports camp is offered at no charge.
Volunteers are needed to put on this camp, and it is such a rewarding experience!
Graduate level credit (two[Office1] or three credits) are available for volunteers through
Adams State University. For more information, please check out the website here. The
dates are not confirmed as of yet but we are planning on June 3-7, 2019 at Gateway High
School in Aurora.
For more information you can contact Donna Carey at: convention@shapeco.org.

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER IN

DANCE EDUCATION

Graduate Degree in Dance Education
Blend your teaching talent and your passion for dance into the Dance
Education Master’s Degree. In this program, you will be able to build on
your teaching strategies, develop theoretical knowledge as it relates to
teaching and learning, and develop your dance/movement skills.

EXTENDED.UNCO.EDU/
DanceEd

Change your career, change your salary, change your life.

DESIGNED FOR
WORKING PROFESSIONALS
This master’s degree program
is designed with the working
adult in mind. Applicants
must have a bachelor’s degree
and a strong desire to obtain
a master’s degree in Dance
Education.

ONLINE WITH SUMMER
WORKSHOPS
Courses are offered online in
the academic Fall and Spring
semesters. The Summer
workshops are designed to
fit the schedules of current
and aspiring dance educators.
They are offered the last
two weeks of July and the
first week of August. These
face-to-face workshops
will include courses on
choreography and learning
dance forms.

PROGRAM COORDINATOR:
christy.oconnellblack@unco.edu
sandra.minton@unco.edu

CAN BE COMPLETED IN TWO
YEARS
This program is a total of 36
credits that can be taken over
two academic years and two
summer sessions.
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2020 Health and Physical
Education Standards:
What's New and What to Look For
WRITTEN BY: JAMIE HURLEY AND SHANNON MILLIKEN

In 2009/2010 Colorado Academic Standards were updated and revised to align with current best
practices and national and international references. As required by statute, these standards were required
to be updated during in 2017/2018. As part of this statute, the Colorado of Department of Education (CDE)
created committees representing 10 content areas within the Colorado Academic Standards (CAS) to
revise the CAS and make recommendations to the State Board of Education in June 2018.
CDE supported an open, inclusive and responsive standards review and revision process. The CDE staff
facilitated the review and revision process and supported the content area committees. Public feedback
and expert reviews of the standards were submitted to the committees. The committees considered the
following factors as they proposed revisions to the standards: How high is the demand for change (i.e.,
number of stakeholders, a variety of stakeholders, number of sources)? What is the scope of the proposed
change (i.e., one grade level, many grade levels, and many subject areas)? What would be the effect
(positive or negative) on classroom teaching and student learning? What is the potential cost (i.e.,
financial, staff time and training)? OVERALL: Do the benefits of a proposed change outweigh the costs?
The review committees proposed revisions to the Colorado State Board of Education for
considerations and allowed a second round of public feedback on the proposed revisions. A second round
of revision to the proposed standards was considered by the committees. State Board of Education made
decisions to guide the review and revision process and ultimately approved the standards revisions.
During the Spring of 2018, the Colorado State Board of Education approved revisions to eight sets CAS
in 16 subject areas, Comprehensive Physical Education and Health being two of those subject areas.
Specific changes to the CAS document include a new preschool template. All of the preschool
content was written in collaboration with the Office of Early Childhood and Development team. Prepared
Graduate Competencies (PGC’s) were changed to Prepared Graduate Statements (PGS’s) and the 21st
Century Skills and Readiness were changed to Academic Context and Connections.
Health Education Updates
In Health Education, the revision to Prepared Graduate Competency, “Apply knowledge and skills to
make health enhancing decisions regarding the use of alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs” was revised to
read, “Demonstrate the ability to make good decisions about drug use marijuana, illegal drugs,
prescription drugs, alcohol, and tobacco”. The standards related to drug use prevention are intended to
guide specific skills regarding the prevention of drug use.
The “Health Skills” section is replacing the 2009/2010 subsection, “Nature of Health”. This section
identifies the key health skills aligned with the National Health Education Standards.

The Colorado State Board of Education approved revisions to eight sets CAS in 16 subject
areas, Comprehensive Physical Education and Health being two of those subject areas
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2020 Health and Physical Education Standards cont.
Physical Education Updates

In Physical Education, four PGC’s related to movement competence and understanding, physical and
personal wellness and prevention and risk management were revised. These changes provided clarity
and universal guidance for students to be successful in physical, cognitive, and emotional/social
behaviors in a variety of physical activity settings.
”Components of a Physically Literate Individual”, replaced the 2009/2010 subsection, “Nature of
Physical Education”. This section identifies skills, behaviors and opportunities that align with the
National Physical Education Standards.
For high school, evidence outcomes were revised and identified as Level 1 or Level 2 in the high school
physical education standards. The committee’s decision to label evidence outcomes as a Level 1 or Level
2 was to guide teacher’s instruction from easiest to hardest. The labeling can also be used to guide the
development of multiple courses and a scope and sequence based on higher and lower level skills.
There will be a two year transition period to the revised CAS with full implementation and transition
to aligned testing, in tested subject areas, by 2021. The Office of Standards and Instructional Support
(SIS) will be developing and releasing various modules to support implementation throughout the two
year transitional period. The resources will be designed for leaders and educators to support their
understanding of the 2020 CAS.
In Phase 1, modules will focus on understanding the revised standards and identifying revisions,
disciplinary literacy and readiness. Phase 2 will focus on alignment current curriculum and resource with
the 2020 Colorado Academic Standards, and Phase 3 will incorporate instructional strategies to the
innovations within the standards for Best First Instruction.
The most recent Modules of Phase 1 are located on the CDE 2020 Standards Implementation website.
Aligned resources and materials specific to both physical education and health will be available
throughout the year, including 2020 Standards at a Glance, a Disciplinary Literacy Webinar and a list of
available training resources.
The 2020 Colorado Academic Standards Online Tool is available now at: https://www.cde.state.co.us
Please contact us if you have questions or would like to know more about the trainings that CDE can
offer regarding physical education and health education.
Jamie Hurley
Hurley_j@cde.state.co.us
Comprehensive Health and Physical Education Principal Consultant
Shannon Milliken
Milliken_s@cde.state.co.us
Comprehensive Physical Education Senior Consultant
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My Physical Education Teaching Philosophy
WRITTEN BY: BRIAN HULL,PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER
BRUCE RANDOLPH SCHOOL, DENVER, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

My philosophy of teaching Physical Education, I think, is simple.
First and foremost, I believe that for students to have an excellent
Physical Education experience, they need a structured and predictable

environment. I feel with daily rituals, routines, and procedures comes comfortability and an
appropriate mindset that allows my students to be successful. My students, at all times, know what is
expected of them and what they can expect from me. However, I strongly believe that students learn
best from each other; on that note, I enjoy giving leadership opportunities and choice to my students
on a consistent basis. I feel that it’s important for my students to “own” their learning by giving my
students leadership opportunities helps expedite their process of learning because my students are
constantly “exploring.”
On that note, I want my students participating in physical activity as long and as best as they can
(at least 50%+ of class time in MVPA during each period). Many of my students, for several reasons, do
not exercise outside of their school day; therefore, I want my students to get their recommended
amount of daily physical activity in my class! More specifically, I want my students to understand the
benefits of what physical activity can do for them; not just physically, but also mentally. I find myself
constantly telling my students about the proven studies that correlate physical activity with increased
test scores, increased homework completion, better grades, better behavior, better
focus/concentration, etc. It is so rewarding to me when students tell me that they feel better in their
classes after Physical Education class!
In addition, my teaching philosophy also relates to wanting to introduce as many sports, games,
and activities to my students as I can so that when they leave school, hopefully they will have
something that can keep them active that they enjoy. I like to teach my students the basic skills and
concepts of each unit so that they can take this knowledge through the “avenue” and direction that
they choose. Furthermore, if they enjoy the sport/activity/game, they can properly teach friends and/or
family while having fun and being comfortable with loved ones.
Also, my philosophy relates to teach personal and social skills: sportsmanship, teamwork, and
ethics. During each unit, whether my students are refining their skills with a partner/group or applying
them in a game, I find myself correcting students’ behavior and explaining why I decided to correct
their misbehavior. I am a firm believer that Physical Education can teach a student a lot about life
(how to work with others, how to settle differences, how to be safe, how to make friends, how to be a
leader, etc.). I always preach that if somebody is not having fun during an activity, chances are they will
not want to participate in it again which can cause somebody to be inactive!
In conclusion, with all the above statements, ultimately, I want my students to have fun so that they
can correlate physical activity with enjoyment and not as torture or hesitation. After 6 years of
teaching, the lessons that I have felt gone the best were the ones where after class, most of my
students were sweating, smiling, getting along and excited about their MVPA data (heart rate monitors
and pedometers) and couldn’t wait to come to Physical Education class the next day. Ultimately, I
know I am not trying to create the “next” best athlete, instead, I am trying to create the “next” best
lifelong mover!

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER IN

SPORTS COACHING

Accelerate Your Coaching Career
The coaching profession is expected to experience
double-digit growth over the next decade. The
UNC Sports Coaching online masters program was
developed in response to the increasing demand for
excellence in the ﬁeld of coaching. Advance your
career interests and become a world-class coach by
developing the skills, methods and expertise to create
high-performing athletes and teams.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•

Sport Pedagogy (Teaching)

•

Technology for Coaches

•

Injury Prevention

•

Sport Psychology

PROGRAM COORDINATOR:
Scott Douglas, PhD, CAPE
scott.douglas@unco.edu
970-351-2233

EXTENDED.UNCO.EDU/
SportsCoaching

•

Training and Conditioning
Principles

•

International Coaching
Perspectives

•

Applied Coaching Research

•

Sport Administration for Coaches
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SHAPE CO Poster Award Winners
SUBMITTED BY: JAIMIE MCMULLEN, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

The 2018 SHAPE CO Conference included a revival of the poster session - with two tracks, one
for research and one for best practices - teachers and students were invited to submit
abstracts to be included in the poster session. After a peer-review process, 10 abstracts were
selected to present at the conference. The session took place throughout the day at the
conference and presenters responded to questions from conference participants. Two award
winners were selected based on their high quality poster presentations - the Higher
Education committee would like to congratulate Veronica Adams and Katie Boncella who
won the Best Practice and Research Poster awards respectively. You can read their
implications for practice below and see pictures of their posters! We look forward to seeing
YOUR poster submission next year!
Veronica Adams - Best Practice Poster Award Winner
Title: Implementing Family & Community Engagement at the
Elementary Level

Implications for Practice: School-sponsored physical activity
events have the potential to create connections between
schools, students, parents, and community-based resources
that promote physical activity, health, and wellness around
the community. My ultimate goal is to create a partnership
with families and the community to build a physically fit
community where daily physical activity is enjoyable and part
of our everyday life.
Katie Boncella - Research Poster Award Winner
Title: Impact of an Open-Gym Opportunity for High School Students
on Physical Activity

Implications for Practice: Providing high school students with
an open-gym opportunity during school can improve their health
through increases in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.
Furthermore, giving adolescents the space, equipment, and
freedom to choose their own physical activities can be an
effective way for secondary schools to engage more students
who are not offered traditional recess opportunities and who are
more likely than younger children to desire autonomous
decision-making regarding physical activity.
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SHAPE CO POSTER AWARD WINNERS CONT.
POSTER PRESENTATION PHOTOS

Collin Brooks

Dr. Jennifer Krause

Dr. Hillary Franks

Ann Kuhn

Michael Capps

Xiaoping "Ping" Fan presenting two posters

Start thinking about your poster idea for
Winners getting their awards

the 2019 SHAPE CO Conference now!
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Staying Healthy Through the Holidays
WRITTEN BY: KIM FARMER
There will be plenty of choices available over the holidays and
who can resist all of the candy at the office, or pies at the
parties? No one! And how easy is it to NOT exercise around the
holidays? VERY easy! But staying healthy over the holidays
can be easier if you follow these guidelines:
1. During the holidays, exercise may be the very last thing you think of doing. It is perfectly ok to
miss a day or two of exercise, but try not to make it any more than this. It will be very easy to miss
another day, and still another day if you let more than 2 days go by. Even if you don't exercise for as
long as you normally do, it is important to still do something.
2. Don't deny yourself of your favorite things, but learn to control the portion sizes instead. By
denying yourself of something you love, you are only making it harder to resist which only increases
the urge to overeat. So, limit yourself to one piece of pie or cake, use only a tablespoon of gravy,
and drink only one glass of your favorite beverage.
3. Consider buying a box of candy canes and passing them out to a few of your neighbors over a
span of 6-10 blocks.
4. We all love online shopping, but it has taken away some of the walking and shopping time we
used to enjoy. Take some time to do some of your shopping at a mall so that you can also get
some walking time in. And if the weather is cold for a period of time, use the mall to do your
walking even if you are not shopping. Don’t let the cold weather be an excuse for not moving!
While the holidays are an important time not to break your healthy habits, they are also usually not
a good time to try to start new ones. Try to stay on track with your exercise schedule, and be sure
to eat in moderation when food is in abundance and rich with flavor. Reward yourself if you stick to
it, and engage a friend or relative to help you stick with it if necessary.
Have fun, and Happy Holidays!
Contributor: Kim Farmer of Mile High Fitness & Wellness.
Mile High Fitness & Wellness offers in-home personal

"It is perfectly ok to miss a day or
two of exercise, but try not to make
it any more than this."

training and corporate wellness solutions.

Visit www.milehighfitness.com or email inquiries@milehighfitness.com
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What's Going on at Everitt?
EXCITING THINGS HAPPENING IN JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOL!
WRITTEN BY: BRADLEY HULL, SHAPE CO BOARD MEMBER

Many positive changes have been happening at Everitt Middle School in
Jefferson County. In 2018-2019 Everitt added sixth grade, which resulted

in an enrollment of approximately 650 students, as well as an additional physical education
teacher.
All students should be able and should want to take physical education. Now that there are
two physical education teachers, students have more options and can enroll in a traditional
physical education class or Lifetime Fitness. Last year, Everitt was fortunate enough to be one of
three schools in Colorado to be awarded a $100,000 DON’T QUIT! fitness center sponsored by the
National Foundation of Governors’ Fitness Councils. Everitt also received the Riding for Focus grant
sponsored by the Specialized Foundation. Both grants have allowed Everitt Middle School to
provide students who may not like traditional sports with alternative activities. Students in
traditional physical education participate in multiple team sports, individual/dual sports, and
fitness activities. Students in Lifetime Fitness primarily ride bikes and use the fitness center.
Students go through the Riding for Focus curriculum which focuses on several skills including
bike/helmet fit, starting/stopping, maintaining cadence, shifting gears, weaving, scanning,
signaling, and riding etiquette. Students can also participate in multiple circuits in the fitness
center since there is plenty of cardiovascular and strength training equipment.
It is impossible for one person to do everything, but there is plenty of staff support at Everitt
when it comes to health and wellness, since multiple teachers have stepped up. Everitt now offers a
Girls on the Run program. This fall, the school had three volleyball teams and it has been a huge
success. The school offers an after-school fitness center club two days a week, so students can take
advantage of the fitness center. There is also a very successful Books and Basketball club after school
that requires students to read a book for 15 minutes and then play basketball games. Everitt is also very
active in the Fuel Up to Play 60 program. This past October, a student team helped the school win
$2,500 at the Touchdown Event. Everitt will be spending these funds on after school smoothies and
snacks. Currently, Everitt hands out healthy smoothies to students after school that participate in after
school clubs or activities. These smoothies have milk, yogurt, frozen fruit, and kale/spinach.
Additionally, Everitt was just notified that it will be awarded a $1,000 Wellness Kit through Action for
Healthy Kids. The intention of this kit is to help promote healthy
celebrations in the classroom instead of providing students
with candy and other unhealthy treats. Items in this kit will
include sports ball, Giant Jenga, Giant Checkers, and a
Bluetooth speaker. With the support of multiple staff members
and parents, there are many options for students to choose

from to improve their health and wellness.
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SAVE THE DATE
2019 SHAPE CO Convention
October 3-5
Hyatt Regency Aurora-Denver



DECEMBER 2018, VOLUME 44, NUMBER 1

We SEE you SHAPE CO!
CONFERENCE EDITION

Do you have photos of SHAPE CO members
having fun? Submit them to the next journal!

MARCH 2020, ISSUE NO. 3

Submit YOUR article for the next
SHAPE CO Journal!!!
Journal Information:
The SHAPE Colorado Journal is published on a quarterly basis. The purpose is to keep
members up to date with happenings around the state, share teaching ideas, and provide
information relevant to the SHAPE Colorado mission.
Submissions should be between 300 and 400 words and have appropriate citations
where necessary (research articles can be longer – please contact editor). Authors are
encouraged to include photos to help emphasize key article points. Please proofread
articles prior to submission.
Anyone may submit articles to the journal. Prospective authors should submit their
article, name of article, professional headshot to accompany article and any other materials
needed for publication using the submission form.
Each journal will offer a theme but the submission does not have to follow it. It can be
written based on anything that meets the SHAPE Colorado Mission and Vision. The author
may choose to have an “Editor/Peer-reviewed” process (typical) or a “Blind Review” process
(for scholarly articles).
For more information, please contact the SHAPE Colorado Journal editor at:
jaimie.mcmullen@unco.edu
How to Submit:
Submit your article through our online submission form:
http://www.shapeco.org/shape-colorado-journal/

Your Journal Editorial Team
Editor: Jaimie McMullen
Reviewers: Ann Kuhn, Collin Brooks, Xiaoping Fan, & Dannon Cox

